
What is a literary agent 
and why do I need one?



Agents are gatekeepers

▧ Most major (US/UK) publishers won't 
consider unagented authors

▧ Agents take no money until they sell your 
book

▧ They will take a standard 15% cut of any 
advance and future royalties on a book they 
sell

▧ They are industry insiders who know editors 
who might want to see your manuscript

▧ They handle foreign rights and movie/TV 
sales



Querying your 
manuscript



“
The rhythm of researching and querying 
holds all the fascination, endorphins, and 
residual scarring of picking a scab. It's a 

habit I easily fall into but without more than 
surface level ambition driving it, it can turn 

into a haphazard, oozing mess.
S. Kelley Harrell



Finish your manuscript
Very, very few authors successfully 

sign an incomplete manuscript



Is my book ready to query?

Here's a quick check-list. Have you:
▧ Shared your work with a critique group and 

implemented feedback?
▧ Let it sit for at least a week since you last 

worked on it?
▧ Done a full readthrough?
▧ Identified your book's themes, genre and 

audience?
▧ Formatted the manuscript correctly?
Yes to all the above? Then your book is ready.



Research agents
Find the right agent for your book - 

and your career!



Researching agents

▧ Use querytracker.net
▧ See each agent's website/Twitter/#mswl
▧ Make sure he/she represents your genre
▧ Check submission requirements carefully
▧ Research the agent's client list
▧ Use publishersmarketplace.com to find out 

about recent deals
▧ Use absolutewrite.com/forums/forum.php



querytracker.net

http://www.querytracker.net
http://www.querytracker.net


The query letter
I've got my well-researched list of agents

– now what?



▧ Personalise! Never "Dear agent" – 
Always "Dear Mr./Ms. [surname]"

▧ Include:
○ Genre
○ Word count (to the nearest 

1,000 words)
○ Comparative titles (not always 

necessary, but helpful)

First part



▧ Pitch your story, summarising:
○ Main character
○ What the MC wants
○ What/who is preventing him/her
○ Stakes; and, if appropriate
○ Consequences

▧ Avoid rhetorical questions

Second part



▧ Who are you?
▧ Your writing credentials, education, 

publishing credits
▧ Thank the agent for their time and 

consideration
▧ Add any required submission 

materials after the sign-off

Last part



Time to send your query
And...the waiting game



How to send your queries

▧ Send in batches – maybe five at a time
▧ Don't query all your favourites at once
▧ Check stats for common response times
▧ Consider refining your query between 

batches if your request rate is not good
▧ Respond quickly, succinctly and politely to 

requests for more material
▧ Read each agent's guidelines about 

follow-ups – only send nudges when you're 
sure it's appropriate



How to stay sane while waiting

▧ Work on something new
▧ Work on something new
▧ Work on something new
▧ Leave your manuscript alone while querying
▧ Give yourself a much-needed break
▧ Buy yourself a present – you deserve it
▧ Network (and commiserate) with other 

writers
▧ Remember that publishing is a notoriously 

slow industry. Be patient!



Coping with rejection



Things to remember when facing rejection

▧ IT'S NOT PERSONAL
▧ The odds are tough
▧ You don't want to be 

represented by 
someone who doesn't 
love your book

▧ There are more than 
1,500 agents on 
querytracker alone

▧ YOU WROTE A BOOK



OMG I got an offer!



What to do with an offer

▧ Take a deep breath
▧ Send a polite email to 

anyone you've queried
▧ Ask if you can contact 

some clients
▧ Ask if the agent is 

editorial or not
▧ Ask about recent deals
▧ Talk about your 

expectations and 
theirs

▧ Have someone with 
legal expertise look 
over the contract



Good luck!

Any questions?


